new compilations, which in contrast to the originals were centered on vernacular Chinese. On occasion, they even treated the Qing books primarily as sources for knowledge of Chinese, not Manchu.
The history of Manchu lexicography in Korea and Japan shows that as Qing imperial power grew during the eighteenth century through military conquests and an active cultural policy, some of the major languages of the empire became better known abroad. This outward radiance of the languages of the Qing extended to Europe, where students of Manchu found the language more familiar and easier than Chinese,1 for which it could serve as a gateway if not a substitute.2 The role played by Manchu lexicographical works in the Qing's eastern neighbors, by contrast, ultimately confirms the increasing regional importance of Mandarin Chinese, not the Manchu language of the Qing rulers.
During the early twentieth century, Mandarin emerged as the national language of the comparatively weak Chinese republic, and Mandarin is today considered first and foremost the language of China. Yet I suggest that, during the decades around 1800, Mandarin Chinese was taking on characteristics of an international language because it served as a mediator among the different languages with which Korean and Japanese scholars came into contact. Even at the height of Manchu rule in China, the language of the emperors was accessible to Korean and Japanese scholars only through Mandarin.
To illustrate the process of approaching Manchu through Mandarin, I focus on the use of an imperially sponsored Manchu-Chinese thesaurus by several groups of scholars in Chosŏn Korea and Tokugawa Japan in their linguistic studies. (I use the word "thesaurus" in the sense of a lexicographic work arranging words according to their meaning.3) Han i araha nonggime toktobuha manju gisun i buleku bithe, or Yuzhi zeng ding Qingwen jian 御製增訂清文鑑 (Imperially commissioned mirror of the Manchu language, expanded and emended), was printed in 1773 in order to regulate and promulgate the Manchu language.4 A Manchu-Chinese bilingual book, it was a sequel to Han i araha manju gisun i buleku bithe (Imperially commissioned mirror of the Manchu language), which was published by the imperial print shop in Beijing in 1708, contained no Chinese words at all, and became retrospectively known in Chinese as Yuzhi Qingwen jian (whence the title of the bi lingual sequel). Indeed, according to an informed observer, the main goals of the compilers of the 1708 work "was to have some sort of collection of the entire [Manchu] language, so that the latter would never perish. "5
The Manchu court subsequently sponsored linguistic reference works that included other languages as well, and the Manchu language also remained at the center in those publications.6 Such was the case in Yuzhi zengding Qingwen jian, the Manchu-Chinese publication in the court's series of Mirrors. Revised following its initial publication in 1773, this thesaurus was widely reproduced and probably reached many readers.7 Despite its intended function of furthering knowledge and use of Manchu, Chosŏn and Tokugawa scholars at times took an interest in it for its recording of Mandarin Chinese.
Based on consideration of the 1773 Manchu-Chinese Mirror, I argue that Manchu language studies at both ends of Eurasia reflected a shared early modern concern for foreign languages, a concern driven bithe, 32 juan + 4 suppl. in 2 vols., ed. Fuheng 傅恒 (1773; rpt., Changchun: Jilin chuban jituan youxian zeren gongsi, 2005). This edition is a facsimile of the 1778 Siku quanshu hui yao 四庫全書薈要 chirograph. 5 Dominique Parrenin, "Lettre du Père Parennin [sic], Missionnaire de la Compagnie de Jésus, à Messieurs de l' Académie des Sciences, en leur envoyant une traduction qu'il a faite en langue Tartare de quelques-uns de leurs ouvrages, par ordre de l'Empereur de la by the global historical context of the Qing period as an age of both intensified international contacts and proliferation of print. In order to understand the origins of the Manchu-Chinese Mirror and its intended function, I first discuss the coexistence, in Qing China, of both literary and vernacular Chinese, and I briefly describe the development of Manchu language studies in Beijing. In analyzing the role played by this Mirror in Manchu language studies in Korea and Japan, I suggest that Northeast Asian scholars' usage of Manchu-Chinese bilingual publications furthered a linguistic order-not with Manchu at the center, as intended by the Qing imperial court-but with vernacular Mandarin Chinese at the center. In conclusion, I relate the work of Korean and Japanese scholars to that of their European contemporaries by contrasting the Northeast Asian focus on Mandarin Chinese with the early European assimilation of Manchu.
Ultimately, the international circulation of materials in Manchu and Mandarin Chinese shows that literary Chinese was not the only international language of pre-twentieth-century East Asia. The circulation and study of different constellations of languages suggest, furthermore, that the replacement of East Asia's shared language of literary Chinese with distinctly national languages was but one possible outcome of the vernacularization processes in the region.
Literary and Vernacular Chinese and Manchu
Manchu emerged as a written language in a markedly multilingual context, of which literary and vernacular Chinese were important elements. Ultimately, the Chinese encounter with Manchu contributed to a greater presence of vernacular Chinese in print. This section provides a sketch of the elements of the linguistic mix into which Manchu entered, in order to explain why scholars in Korea and Japan approached the bilingual Mirror in the way they did.
Written Manchu was created during the early seventeenth century by writing down one variety of the Jurchen language using the Uyghur-Mongol script. It was the dynastic language of the Qing empire. The Manchu imperial family and their aristocratic associates ruled China and parts of Inner Asia from the mid-seventeenth century until 1911, relying on this Manchu language as an administrative tool and as a mark of distinction from enemies and subjects. In China proper, Manchu coexisted with Chinese, and in the northern regions, Chinese appeared, roughly speaking, in two different varieties: literary and vernacular. Both varieties had a history outside China's borders.
Literary Chinese was based on the canonical writings of the early Chinese empire and its predecessor states, and it incorporated more recent forms of expression. It was, much too simply put, the dominant medium of elevated writing in China until the early twentieth century. The role of literary Chinese in East Asia has, with important qualifications, been compared to that of Latin in post-Roman Europe.8 When East Asian intellectuals met across national borders, they often communicated by exchanging notes written in literary Chinese (a practice known as bitan 筆談, "brush talk"). Yet literary Chinese was not uniform across time and space (although a lot more work is needed on this issue), nor was it the only language of regional communication.
During the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, a form of vernacular Chinese, often called Mandarin in its spoken form, rose to prominence in Korea and Japan almost to the point where it could be called a language of regional importance, albeit on a much smaller scale than literary Chinese. As a spoken prestige language, Mandarin is a much more protean entity than written forms of vernacular Chinese. Its accepted pronunciation changed over time, and vernacular texts did not necessarily have to be read using the accepted standard pronunciation to make sense. Yet, as I will show, Korean and Japanese scholars recognized that a specific pronunciation was encoded in the written vernacular Chinese that they found in bilingual Manchu books from Beijing, and they associated it with the pronunciation current at the Qing court.
Linguists today know that this form of Mandarin contained traits of southern Mandarin, different from the native language of Beijing,9 but matters were not conceptualized by the Qing court's Manchu-studies 8 scholars in that way, nor were the differences between colloquial Beijing dialect and Mandarin noted by the Korean and Japanese scholars whom I consider. How close the Chinese pronunciation communicated in the books studied here was to the Bei jing vernacular of their time is without consequence for the discussion. In my analysis, I use "vernacular Chinese" to refer to written language that linguistic change had made different from the language of the classical Confucian corpus with which Korean and Japanese literates were familiar. I use "Mandarin" to draw attention to instances where the written materials in question demanded a northern pronunciation-for example, by the language being transcribed in a phonographic script-in order to be properly deciphered by the reader.
In its written and, most often, phonetically underdetermined form, vernacular Chinese reached great numbers of people in Korea and Japan during the eighteenth century due to the importation of Chinese novels in both countries and, in Japan, due to the arrival of Chinese Buddhist monks.10 Less known is the fact that some Chosŏn thinkers provocatively floated the idea that Koreans should also learn to speak vernacular Chinese, which in this context must be understood to refer to Mandarin.11 Vernacular Chinese was thus attracting increasing attention in the region quite independently of Manchu. The arrival and spread of the Manchu language in China ultimately contributed to this strengthening of vernacular Chinese. a large part of their hereditary military forces (the bannermen) there. For reasons both practical and ideological, the Qing court and its servants compiled lexicographical works that grouped two, three, or more of the empire's languages on the same page. The Manchu language was at the center of such works, just as the Manchu emperor and his capital at Beijing were the center of administration and official culture.
Manchu Language Studies Sponsored by the Qing Court
While many multilingual publications were ideologically motivated, there were also practical reasons for the court's involvement in Manchu language studies. The banner army and its dependents had, from the period before the occupation of China, included speakers of a kind of northern vernacular Chinese.12 By the mid-eighteenth century, northern vernacular Chinese-Mandarin with a pronunciation that was not yet recognized as standard13-had probably become the dominant language of oral communication among the bannermen.14 The weakened linguistic boundary between the bannermen and the Chinese civilian population was one of the reasons that the Qing court took such a great interest in the use and form of the Manchu language during the eighteenth century. The publication of a bilingual Manchu-Chinese thesaurus in 1773 should be understood as a response to a situation of weakened Manchu language ability among bannermen and a perceived need to assert the supremacy of Manchu as the paramount language of a universal empire.15
In 1708, the Qing court published its first work of Manchu language studies, the bilingual thesaurus's predecessor, on orders of the Kangxi 康熙 emperor (r. 1661-1722) in Beijing. This original, monolingual Mirror was conceived as a means to shore up the use of Manchu in a context of increased use of Chinese by the bannermen.16 From the beginning of the Qing court's involvement with Manchu language studies, the stated purpose was to strengthen the Manchu language. When the Mirror appeared, however, several Manchu reference works, and some works of Manchu language pedagogy, had already been brought to print by Chinese and Manchu pedagogues to serve a society that communicated in several languages. Almost all of these works were bilingual, including both Manchu and Chinese text, indicating that they targeted sinophone learners of Manchu.
Yet the presence of Chinese in these books-most often in the form of translations and pronunciation glosses (given in Chinese characters approximating the sound of the Manchu)-had the unintended consequence that books published to teach the Manchu language also imparted one form of Chinese. In syllabaries, the Chinese characters used as sound glosses were to be read "according to the rhymes of [Bei]jing. "17 In grammars, Manchu case markers were defined as corresponding to one or several auxiliary verbs used in Mandarin, for example, the Manchu dative particle de glossed as Mandarin gei 給.18 And in dictionaries, the Manchu lexicon was matched to that of Mandarin.19 The monolingual Manchu Mirror represented an attempt to break with this practice. Yet under the Qianlong 乾隆 emperor (r. 1735-1799), the court, in apparent recognition of the reigning state of bi-or multi lingualism, abandoned the strategy of promoting Manchu through monolingual publications.
Although the 1773 thesaurus was bilingual, the purpose of the book remained the strengthening of Manchu, not Chinese. Several circumstances worked to make Manchu the leading language. words were always listed first, both in the table of contents and in the main body of the thesaurus. As the Qianlong emperor's preface notes, the original 1708 monolingual Mirror had been "compiled by establishing categories based on the Manchu language. "20 In the 1773 bilingual thesaurus, likewise, "the Manchu language [phrases] are placed at the head of every category, with Chinese characters matching the sound [as phonetic glosses] added on the side. "21 Yet one form of Chinese language in particular plays an important role in the 1773 book. As in the earlier private and commercial works of reference or language pedagogy, it is clear from the vocabulary, syntax, and pronunciation of the explanations that the variety of Chinese used is unambiguously the version of Mandarin favored by the court. The grammatical particles (for example, de 的, le 了) were those of Mandarin. The compilers felt that this register was most appropriate for translating the Manchu, which they praised as clear and simple. The emperor's preface to the Manchu-Chinese Mirror states that the book uses "vernacular glosses" (Mnc. sesheri suhen; Ch. sujie 俗解); indeed, the Manchu glosses do not include the literary quotes seen in the 1708 Mirror. In these glosses, the compilers "employ only such phrases used in everyday [life], so as to allow everybody to understand completely. "22 The use of vernacular Chinese reflects this choice.
More unambiguously, pronunciation glosses in the Manchu script were added next to the Chinese explanation, showing that the Chinese was to be read using Mandarin pronunciation. For example, Manchu tumpanahabi, "what you say to express dislike of a person with a big face" (Mnc. dere amba niyalma be icakûšame hendumbihede, tumpana habi sembi) is translated as 臉胖的可厭, "a face so fat it's unpleasant," and alongside these characters the Mandarin pronunciation, lian pang de keyan, is noted using Manchu script.23 Similarly, the Manchu words in the Mirror are transcribed using Chinese characters employed in an elaborate and regular system of phonetic transcription, in which one syllable can be transcribed using up to three Chinese characters that are to be read in Mandarin pronunciation.24 Figure 1 shows an example of the functioning of the technique, known by the pre-Manchu Chinese term "tripartite spelling. "25
The transcription of the pronunciation of each language using the other language's script is also noted by Qianlong's court bibliographers, who write that the Mirror allows the reader to "master Manchu through Chinese, and Chinese through Manchu. "26 The emperor also praises it: The Manchu-Chinese bilingual Mirror was the product of Qing Manchu language studies with the greatest influence in Korea and Japan. In the history of Qing publishing, it represented one step in the development of thesauri to include ever greater numbers of languages. Steps had already been taken in that direction before its publication and continued for another two decades afterward. Most notable are the court's two completed Manchu thesauri, finished in the 1790s: they both included Manchu, Mongolian, Chinese, and Tibetan, and one also included Turki. Manchu was the leading language in all of the court's thesauri.28
Some multilingual Manchu dictionaries produced at this time without direct court involvement also used Manchu as the leading language. A dictionary, originally published in 1780, by Fügiyün 富俊 (Ch. Fujun; Mnc. Fugiyûn; 1749-1834), a high-ranking Mongol bannerman and official, presented Chinese and Mongolian translations of Manchu headwords.29 However, in a four-language dictionary that Fügiyün completed in 1797 but never printed, he made Mongolian the leading language, translating it into Oirat, Manchu, and Chinese.30 Yet overall, the substantial number of court publications meant that Manchu played the role of leading language in most of the multilingual linguistic reference works of the eighteenth century. 28 Since the Manchu language in Qing works of reference or language pedagogy was translated, transcribed, and described using vernacular Chinese-often specifically Mandarin-that language was a sine qua non for learning Manchu. A link between Manchu and vernacular Chinese latently existed in the books that reached Korea and Japan, where whoever read them needed to also acquire some knowledge of vernacular Chinese. Yet, as I show, the presence of vernacular Chinese in Manchu reference works enabled Korean and Japanese scholars to use these works for purposes likely unintended by their original authors.
Manchu Studies and Mandarin in Chosŏn
The geopolitical importance-and by extension perhaps also the linguistic importance-of Manchuria was beyond doubt in eighteenthcentury Chosŏn. Interpreters were charged by the government to study and translate Manchu in diplomatic contexts. There was, furthermore, among Korean intellectuals outside the group of interpreters, a general acknowledgment that Manchurian geography and Qing communications needed to be understood. Chosŏn officials and concerned intellectuals wanted knowledge that would allow them to secure their northern border in the case of a successful Chinese revolt, for a Manchu withdrawal from Beijing could lead to their banner armies passing through or invading the Korean peninsula.31
In the context of an uneasy Chosŏn-Qing relationship, the Manchu language was not studied disinterestedly or in isolation from political developments. It was in this context that four reference works were compiled in eighteenth-century Chosŏn that were directly or indirectly influenced by Manchu thesauri produced in Qing China. As evidenced by the late eighteenth-century HanCh'ŏngmun'gam 漢清文鑑 (Mirror of the Chinese and Manchu languages), the official interpreters in Hansŏng made creative use of the Qing sources to create books where vernacular Chinese took precedence over Manchu.
Official interest in the linguistic situation on the continent predated the rise of the Manchus. The Chosŏn government maintained a staff with a working knowledge of the continental languages, such as Mongolian and Mandarin from the fall of the Mongol empire (in the late fourteenth century).32 During the fifteenth century, the Chosŏn court created a new alphabet (now called hangul; han'gŭl 한글) to help define what counted as proper literary Chinese within its territory and thus secure the monarchy's role domestically as well as Chosŏn's place in the new international order centered on Ming China. 33 Chosŏn also had a long history of interaction with the Jurchens, who were the Manchus' ancestors. 34 The country was involved in the Chinese-Manchu conflict and was twice invaded by the emerging Qing during the 1620s and 1630s. 35 By the eighteenth century, much of the Chosŏn elite considered their country to represent the continuation of the great cultural tradition that had been crushed in China with the advent of Manchu rule. 36 Some knowledge of the Jurchen language and script were maintained by some Chosŏn government interpreters during the centuries preceding the emergence of the Qing. The interpreters gained their professional status by passing an examination (K. yŏkkwa 譯科) in their language of specialization (Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Mongolian, or Jurchen [later Manchu]). They were appointed to the staff of the Translation Office (Sayŏgwŏn 司譯院; also known by its old name T'ongmun'gwan 通文館). 37 When Manchu lexicography emerged in Beijing beginning in the late seventeenth century, the Manchu language in written form was already studied by the interpreters in Hansŏng (present-day Seoul) and elsewhere.38 The main task of these interpreters was to accompany and assist the Korean missions that, numbering several hundred individuals, traveled overland from Hansŏng to Beijing several times per year. Many culturally and politically prominent figures took part in the embassies, in which the interpreters held various relatively low positions.39 The importance of Manchu as an everyday language in Beijing decreased during the eighteenth century, but the Chosŏn embassies still had need for individuals knowledgeable in the language. State ceremonies in which Korean delegations took part were carried out at least partially in Manchu, and the letters, written in literary Chinese, that the Koreans brought to the Qing court had to be translated into Manchu before presentation to the throne.40 Unless the Chosŏn representatives were content to depend entirely on their Qing handlers for assurances that the meaning of the Manchu rituals and written communications was in accord with their interests, they could not do without a knowledge of Manchu.
Manchu lexicography in Chosŏn was largely the work of scholars from the interpreter milieu, but their efforts did not leave more prominent and socially elevated scholars unaffected. Korean scholarship of the period shows an interest in intellectual developments in Chinese and Korean history, geography, and language. What we might call lexicology or etymology as well as lexicography developed substantially 37 Ki-joong Song, during this time. 41 Chosŏn intellectuals' hightened awareness of linguistic difference between China and Korea stimulated their study of the vernaculars of both places. 42 The beginnings of Manchu language studies in Chosŏn during the seventeenth century are obscure, as the early Manchu language studies titles produced there have been lost (they are extant only in revisions from the eighteenth century). The first generations of Chosŏn scholars of Manchu had access to books produced by the Qing court and adapted them for their own purposes. For instance, the Chosŏn pedagogical work Samyŏk ch'onghae 三譯總解 (Synthesized explanations of [Romance of the] three [kingdoms]), in use from 1684, included translations from the 1650 Manchu version of the Chinese historical fiction Romance of the Three Kingdoms. Samyŏk ch'onghae thus made use of Manchu literature imported from the Qing, but the transformation of that literature into a book of language studies was largely the work of its Korean editors.43 An exception to this tendency is the Chosŏn use of a Manchu-Chinese version of Qianzi wen 千字文 (Thousand character essay), which was also a didactic work in its original Qing context. An extant copy of this book with Korean glosses-probably dating from before 1778 but considerably later than 169044-suggests that it was used as a textbook in the Chosŏn Translation Office. Originally printed in Chinese with Manchu sound glosses that reflect a Mandarin pronunciation, a Chosŏn hand has added hangul transcriptions to both. A student would be unable to learn the Manchu language using this text. It could be, and probably was, used to practice reading the Manchu script. Because the syllables expressed the Mandarin pronunciation of the Chinese characters-that is, they did not represent Manchu words-this text could also serve to learn Mandarin pronunciation.
The earliest extant major work of Manchu language studies to be produced in Chosŏn on the basis of Qing originals is the thesaurus Tongmun yuhae 同文類解 (Classified explanations in standardized writing) from 1748 (it replaced a simpler work from 1691, now lost).45 The thesaurus lists Chinese headwords arranged by theme and translates them into Korean and Manchu-there is no Manchu script; the Manchu words are provided only in hangul transcription. The Chinese headwords are often terms shared by literary and vernacular Chinese, but on many occasions-especially in the case of verb phrases-it is clear that the language represented is in fact the vernacular. of Manchu and a careful handling of the textual sources, is an elegant publication (An's postface is reproduced in running calligraphy) published by the Book Collation Office (Kyosŏgwan 校書館 or Un'gak 芸 閣), an organ of the central government, under the supervision of the high-ranking civil official Yi Chujin 李周鎭 (1691-1749).49 One of the Manchu-studies scholars involved in the project was Kim Chinha 金 振夏 (fl. 1748-1780), who also contributed to the revision of several Manchu-language-studies works a few decades later. 50 The Qing books consulted during the compilation of the 1748 Tongmun yuhae included both commercial publications and imperially sponsored publications (table 1) , though the Chosŏn scholars made greatest use of the Qing court's 1708 monolingual Manchu thesaurus. Sŏng Paegin shows that the spelling of Manchu words in Tongmun yuhae generally follows that of the Qing court's 1708 thesaurus, demonstrating the centrality of that work to the Korean compilers.51 Even though the majority of their Qing sources used Manchu as the leading language, and in one case did not even include any Chinese, Hyŏn Munhang and his colleagues chose to compile a thesaurus in which the leading language was vernacular Chinese. Indeed, the list of contributors that concludes the thesaurus names more Chinese-studies officials than Manchu scholars, and the Chinese-studies officials are listed first.52
Pang'ŏn yusŏk 方言類釋 (Classified glosses to the regional languages; 1778), a multilingual thesaurus that juxtaposed the languages of Chosŏn's neighbors, also included Manchu words.53 This book was never printed, but it was presented to the Chosŏn throne by Sŏ Myŏng'ŭng 徐命膺 (1716-1787), a prominent official and intellec tual.54 Sŏ prefaces the thesaurus with a brief account of regional linguistic differences from Chinese antiquity and of the lexicographical work carried out by Chinese scholars to map them. Such frequent contact with neighboring countries necessitated knowledge of foreign languages. However, Sŏ argues that the interpreters who accompanied the envoys did not study the foreign languages as actually used. He therefore had ordered Hong Myŏngbok (b. 1733), who passed the translation examination in 1753,57 as well as other interpreters under Sŏ's charge, to compile an updated, thematically arranged work of the region's languages that used hangul for its phonetic glosses. The lemmata list of the thesaurus that Hong and his colleagues produced consists of Chinese-character words and phrases, much like those in Tongmun yuhae, glossed in several languages using hangul (see fig. 2 ). Entries begin with the Chinese-character lemmata at the top. Immediately below are the Korean translations followed by a hangul guide to reading the Chinese characters in Mandarin and then the lemmata's translation into some combination of Manchu, Mongolian, and Japanese (not all these languages are given for each entry). All languages except Chinese are written only in hangul transcription, not in their native script.
Many of the headwords exhibit vernacular morphology and syntax. As in Tongmun yuhae, the leading language of the thesaurus is again vernacular rather than literary Chinese. The hangul transcriptions of the vernacular Chinese words, furthermore, determine the vernacular Chinese as Mandarin. Some of Pang'ŏn yusŏk's sections contain appendices titled "Local Expressions of the Central Regions" (K. Chungju hyang'ŏ 中州鄉語), listing expressions that the Chosŏn editors apparently did not consider to be Mandarin. They probably gleaned these words from Chinese regional treatises and other reference works,58 which explains that, in most cases, these words have no Mandarin transcriptions in hangul.
HanCh'ŏngmun'gam appeared around the same time. Its compilation probably began in 1779 or earlier, and it was probably printed before 1788.59 Kim Chinha was involved in its compilation, but most of the work appears to have been carried out by Yi Tam (also known as Yi Su 李洙; 1721-1777), an interpreter specializing in Mandarin Chinese. 60 In total, about forty individuals worked on the thesaurus, which was printed by the Translation Office.61
The finished book represents a high point in Chosŏn foreignlanguage studies in its use of the Manchu script and a reasoned form of phonetic transcription. HanCh'ŏngmun'gam is a re-edition, with Korean translations and sound glosses, of the imperial 1773 Manchu-Chinese Mirror, which the Koreans had purchased in Beijing.62 Han Ch'ŏngmun'gam is not, however, simply a Korean annotation of the Qing original: "Above all," writes Sŏng Paegin, it is a "one-of-a-kind, comprehensive research monograph on" the Qing thesaurus, written by individuals having a "profound and extensive knowledge of the Manchu and Chinese languages. "63 As can be expected of such a work, HanCh'ŏngmun'gam prefaces the lemmata list with a statement of editorial principles (K. pŏmnye 凡例) that primarily addresses pronunciation and phonetic transcription. Yi Tam and his team were familiar with the system of phonetic transcription used in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror, which they referred to in establishing the hangul transcriptions of both vernacular Chinese and Manchu. Strengthening oral proficiency in both these languages among the Chosŏn interpreters was a major goal of the editorial project.
Thus the Manchu-Chinese Mirror-a work produced to strengthen the position of the Manchu language in China-became used as a resource for learners of Mandarin Chinese in Korea. The Chosŏn editors explicitly treated the bilingual thesaurus as a source on the contemporaneous Chinese language, to wit Mandarin, including both its pronunciation and lexicon. In their own words: [ Yuzhi zengding] Qingwen jian was originally produced in order to correct the Manchu language (K. Ch'ŏng'ŏ 淸語), which is consequently treated as paramount [in that book]. All kinds of things are included in the book, which, replete with annotations and explanations, constitutes a complete source of the Manchu language. As for vernacular Chinese (Hanŏ 漢語), it was merely appended for reference. Yet the [Chinese] words (ŏ 語) represented are plain and candid, in line with our times [that is, they are vernacular]; they too can serve as a path for students. In addition, much can be gleaned from [the Chinese] regarding [Qing] regulations and affairs.
However, the drawback [of the original thesaurus] is simply that [the Chinese words] have no annotations or explanations. Unless they are annotated using literary Chinese (mun 文) or explained using vernacular Korean (ŏn 諺) [that is, written in hangul], there would be no way to understand them. For that reason, we have edited [the original text] and changed the structure to first list vernacular Chinese, to which we have provided new annotations. Below we have appended the Manchu, retaining the original [Manchu] explanation. It is our hope that both the vernacular Chinese and Manchu languages will thereby have been made clear, concise, and balanced for easy reading and reference.64
HanCh'ŏngmun'gam turned on its head the linguistic order that was promoted by the court in Beijing and that placed Manchu at the center of all language comparison. In HanCh'ŏngmun'gam, as in Pang'ŏn yusŏk ( fig. 2) , Mandarin was at the beginning of each entry, and Manchu did not immediately follow but was relegated to third position beneath either the hangul transcription and the Korean translation or the literary Chinese annotation of the vernacular Chinese words. All Manchu words were also removed from the table of contents; the Chosŏn publication contained only the Chinese headings of the thesaurus's sections. Imanishi Shunjū asserts that HanCh'ŏngmun'gam was "primarily a dictionary of Chinese" ( J. Chūgokugo 中国語), specified as "the Beijing Mandarin (Pekin kanwa 北京官話) of its time. "65 Like its Korean predecessors and in direct contrast to its Qing source, Yi Tam's HanCh'ŏngmun'gam gave a more prominent place to Mandarin Chinese than to Manchu.
Indeed, Sŏng Paegin shows that the Chosŏn editors of Han Ch'ŏngmun'gam downgraded Manchu in other ways as well. When the names of peoples or languages were listed in the thesaurus, Yi Tam and his team changed the original order, placing Manchu first, followed by Jurchen, Mongol, Korean, and Chinese, to establish a new order that places to the cosmopolitan scholars of the Chosŏn Translation Office, but they could not accept having Manchu in that position. More important, however, is that the compilers of Han Ch'ŏngmun'gam saw the Manchu-Chinese Mirror as a source for Mandarin Chinese. By contrast, in China, that book was a publication in a series that had always been considered as primarily concerned with Manchu language studies (Qianlong's court bibliographers' comment about being able to use it to learn Chinese notwithstanding). The Korean scholars who made HanCh'ŏngmun'gam considered the Manchu-Chinese Mirror especially useful as a source for Mandarin pronunciation, knowledge of which they valued:
Whenever people among us (K. ain 我人) fail to make themselves properly understood when socializing in vernacular Chinese (Hanŏ), it is precisely the result of inappropriate pronunciation of the characters (cha 字).67
The editors go on to explain that many Korean students of Chinese "as a rule learn Chinese pronunciation" using a rhyme book, Sasŏng t'onghae 四聲通解 (Comprehensive explanations of the four tones; 1517).68 At that time, this rhyme book was more than two centuries old; in it, both the sound value of the characters and the method of their transcription (K. sŏgŭm 釋音) were "already very different" from those in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror. The older Korean rhyme book indicated the Chinese pronunciation using a single-syllable hangul gloss, whereas the Manchu-Chinese Mirror used a system of phonetic transcription in which Mandarin character readings were transcribed in Manchu script ( fig. 1 ). Once a reader "knows this method, then he can approximate the pronunciation of a character" better than he could using the older hangul system.69 To more accurately convey the contemporaneous Mandarin pronunciations, Yi Tam and his team thus added new hangul sound glosses in HanCh'ŏngmun'gam based on the Manchu-script transcriptions in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror. The fact that many of the corrections undertaken between the penultimate draft of Han Ch'ŏngmun'gam and its final version concerned these sound glosses testifies to their importance to the compilers.70 The Mandarin content encoded in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror was thereby made accessible to the Korean reader of HanCh'ŏngmun'gam using a phonetic notation that owed much to the Qing tradition of Manchu language studies.
HanCh'ŏngmun'gam was used beyond the interpreter milieu. Yi Ȗibong 李義鳳 (originally named Yi Sangbong 李商鳳; 1733-1801), a sororal nephew of Sŏ Myŏng'ŭng and a member of the official elite,71 used this new thesaurus in his massive, twenty-three volume manuscript compendium Kogŭm sŏngnim 古今釋林 (Forest of glosses from past and present) from 1789.72 The compendium gathered words and expressions culled from 1,400-1,500 works covering the entirety of the Chinese and Korean literary traditions. The material was arranged according to the date and place of composition and the genre of the source from which it was taken, and, within sections, according to the number of characters in the listed expressions. The languages represented in the compendium include Japanese, Mongolian, and Manchu (transcribed in Chinese characters). Yi Ȗibong treated Yi Tam's HanCh'ŏngmun'gam as a source only for vernacular Chinese, not for Manchu. He excerpted vernacular Chinese lemmata from Yi Tam's thesaurus, including their Korean translation and their transcription in Mandarin using hangul. For example, the vernacular Chinese particle ba 把 is followed by its translation as the Korean instrumental particle (ŭ)ro (으)로 and then by its Mandarin transcription pa 바. The Manchu text from this entry in Yi Tam's thesaurus was not excerpted.73 70 Knowledge of spoken Manchu probably also deteriorated in Chosŏn during the late eighteenth century among the interpreters. 76 The scholars at the Translation Office undertook no more major editorial projects, such as thesauri or textbooks. By the mid-nineteenth century, at the latest, the interpreter examination does not seem to have been very demanding.77 At that point, proficiency in vernacular Chinese was probably sufficient for most business in Beijing. And for learning that language, the Chosŏn interpreters possessed several reference works, some based on Manchu sources.
Manchu, Mandarin, and the Languages of the World in Tokugawa Japan
The situation in Japan was very different from that in Korea. Japan had no official contacts with the Qing and there was no governmentsupported study of the Manchu language in Japan until the early nineteenth century. The circumstances under which that study was initiated had little to do with the Manchu empire per se and much to do with a changing geopolitical reality in Japan's northern periphery. Furthermore, Japanese intellectuals came to the study of Manchu language with the experience of having studied Dutch, which colored their encounter with Manchu. Yet in Japan, as in Chosŏn, the Manchu language was approached through vernacular Chinese and repeatedly subordinated to it in the structure of linguistic compendia.
When the Manchus conquered Beijing, Japan had already been ruled by the Tokugawa shogunate ( J. bakufu 幕府) based in Edo (Tokyo) for a few decades. The Pax Tokugawa succeeded a period of political division and warfare, in which Japan had been exposed to a variety of foreign cultures. Trade and interaction with the Chinese, Dutch, and Koreans continued during the Tokugawa period primarily in a few domains in southwestern Japan and during periodic visits of the Dutch to Edo.78
During the eighteenth century, many Japanese intellectuals distrusted the Manchu regime on the continent and portrayed it as culturally inferior both to the Chinese state that preceded it and to Tokugawa Japan. At the same time, knowledge of literary and vernacular Chinese increased in Japan. A few even tried to learn to speak vernacular Chinese in some kind of northern pronunciation.79 Both the Chinese and Japanese languages became the focus of concentrated linguistic study during this period.80 Dutch, vernacular Chinese, and several Southeast Asian languages were studied first by interpreters and merchants in the southwest (Nagasaki and the nearby island of Tsushima) for purposes of trade.81 Later, scholars of medicine and astronomy in Edo also took an interest in Dutch in particular. 82 Lexical items presented as words from the Manchu language appeared in seventeenth-century Japanese reports concerning a group of Japanese merchants or fishermen stranded in China.83 The words may have come from the mariners, but it is possible that such glosses were also drawn from written Jurchen vocabularies that predated Manchu rule in China.
There is no evidence of sustained study of the Manchu language in Japan before the work of brothers Ogyū Sorai 荻生徂徠 (1666-1728) and Ogyū Hokkei 荻生北溪 (1673-1754) during the 1710s and 1720s. Sorai's studies were made possible by the arrival of two texts of Manchu language pedagogy: a Manchu syllabary with Chinese glosses, which probably arrived in Japan around the turn of the eighteenth century, and a Manchu-Chinese Qianzi wen, which was printed in China during 1685 and was republished in Japan in 1698 and again thereafter. 84 Sorai's Manchu studies resulted in an analytic syllabary probably written between 1711 and 1716. 85 Sorai neither knew how to speak Manchu nor was able to properly vocalize Manchu writing. The fact that Sorai was able to make any sense whatsoever from the relatively simple Manchu publications at his disposal can only be attributed to his knowledge of vernacular Chinese, which he also studied with interest.86 By learning the vernacular pronunciation of the Chinese-character sound glosses, Sorai could approximate the pronunciation of the Manchu text.
Ogyū Hokkei's study of the Manchu language appears to have been limited to deciphering Manchu words that occurred in Chinese transcription in the Qing legal statutes, which arrived in Japan in 1720. Hokkei ran into difficulties with the Manchu-derived terms, so he consulted records of interviews on Chinese legal matters, conducted with Chinese individuals in Nagasaki, and carried out such interviews himself. The Chinese informants were able to explain some of the terms, partially through paraphrases given in vernacular, not literary, Chinese.87
During the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Tokugawa intellectuals sought information on the Manchu language as part of larger efforts to gather information on China in general. In 1774-1775, Hirasawa Kyokuzan 平澤旭山 (Gengai 元愷; 1733-1791), at that time an attendant to the Nagasaki magistrate, interviewed a visiting scholar from the Hangzhou area on the Mongolian and Manchu languages, Manchu customs, and other topics.88 Moreover, scholars without access to Manchu sources compiled multilingual books. In Naga saki, some knowledge of the languages brought by merchants during the seventeenth century, before stricter shogunal regulations on trade were put into place, remained into the late eighteenth century. For example, one compilation dated to 1796 (Kansei 8) was based on earlier sources and oral tradition among the interpreter households. One interpreter of Vietnamese descent included his ancestral language and Mughal Persian. It is possible that the collection was commissioned by the shogunal authorities in the city.89
When Manchu sources were used, they were often limited to the Manchu-Chinese syllabary that Sorai had used. In one telling example of the broad interest in foreign scripts at this time, in 1791 Maeno Ryōtaku 前野良澤 (1723-1803), a scholar of Dutch studies initially specializing in medicine, mentioned a book project titled Hasshuji kō 八種字考 (Examination of eight kinds of characters). This book is not extant, but it reportedly included script specimens from Korean, Mongolian, "Tartar" (which almost certainly meant Manchu), Indic, Malay, Greek, Hebrew, and Dutch, later complemented with Russian.90 Other Dutch-studies scholars are said to have studied a similar repertoire of languages or scripts.91 Maeno's awareness of Northeast Asian languages is not surprising, nor perhaps is his mention of languages spoken in Southeast Asia, which was connected to Japan via the Chinese-dominated trade with Nagasaki. The Buddhist tradition also maintained some knowledge of Indic scripts, and the ancient languages of Judeo-Christianity may have been referenced in the Dutch literature available in Japan. The Russian language could certainly have been mentioned in the Dutch literature as well, but Maeno was probably alerted to its importance by the presence of Russian ships around the Japanese archipelago from the late eighteenth century.92
The international state of affairs around the turn of the nineteenth century profoundly affected the life of Takahashi "Johannes Globius" 89 Nagashima Hiromu 長島弘, "'Yakushi chōtanwa' no mourugo ni tsuite: kinsei Nihon ni okeru Indo ninshiki no issokumen" 『訳詞長短話』のモウル語についてー近世 日本におけるインド認識の一側面, Nagasaki kenritsu kokusai keizai daigaku ronshū 長崎 県立国際経済大学論集 19.4 (1986): 133-68; Wada Masahiko, "Nagasaki Tōtsūji chū no ikoku tsūji ni tsuite," pp. 33-34. 90 Shinmura Izuru, "Manshūgogaku shiryō hoi" 滿洲語學史料補遺, Geibun 藝文 5.7 (1914): 78. Maeno Ryōtaku puportedly also wrote a treatise on "the pronunciation of Mongolian characters" ( J. Mōko jion 蒙古字音); Sugimoto Tsutomu 杉本つとむ, Edo jidai Rangogaku no seiritsu to sono tenkai 江戸時代蘭語学の成立とその展開, 5 vols. Kageyasu 高橋景保 (1785-1829), pushing him to become the most productive scholar of Manchu language studies in Tokugawa Japan. 93 Following in the footsteps of his father, a shogunal astronomer with great interest (but lesser knowledge) of Dutch, Takahashi worked in the bakufu's Astronomical Bureau (Tenmon kata 天文方), on Japanese and world map-making, and, after 1811, on translating Dutch books at an office instituted for that purpose on his suggestion.94 Around that time, the bakufu appealed to Takahashi's experience with foreign languages to handle the Russian situation because, in an attempt to resolve problems from occasional violent interactions between Russian vessels and the Japanese authorities, the czarist government sent diplomatic letters to Japan. The Russians, however, were unable to produce proper and consistently intelligible Japanese versions, so they appended translations in several other languages, including not only Manchu but also French. 95 The use of Manchu as an international language without any Qing involvement followed from its role in Russian communications with China through Irkutsk, whence the letters were sent, and probably also from the general propensity of Western scholars during this period to prefer Manchu over literary Chinese.
The need to properly decipher the letters was the immediate cause of Takahashi's Manchu studies. Takahashi enjoyed the assistance of Baba Sajūrō 馬場佐十郎 (1787-1822) and Yoshio Chūjirō 吉 雄忠次郎 (1787-1833), who were both Dutch-studies interpreters, as well as experts on vernacular Chinese. Baba, knowledgeable in several languages, probably helped Takahashi get acquainted with the Manchu language. Indeed, Sugimoto Tsutomu argues that Takahashi was first and foremost "a politician, the high-level official type, rather than a scholar. "96 Regardless of who did what, Takahashi was not alone in studying the Qing dynastic language during these years. "A kind of boom in Manchu language study seems to have happened among intellectuals in [the 1810s] as a response to the bakufu's order of 1808 (Bunka 5) that the Chinese interpreters [of Japan] study Manchu. " 97 Takahashi and his team accomplished the translations of the Russian letters by relying on Qing reference works, including the Manchu-Chinese Mirror. 98 Takahashi's translation into Japanese was mediated through the written vernacular Chinese recorded in these reference books (see fig. 3 ).99 Takahashi or his assistants translated some Manchu words, notably grammatical particles (such as the genitive and accusative markers i and be), first into their "Chinese vernacular" ( J. Kando no zokugo 漢土ノ俗語) counterparts (de 的 and ba 把) and only thereafter into Japanese.100
The Manchu-Chinese Mirror remained central to all of the books on Manchu language subsequently produced under Takahashi's supervision, none of which was ever printed. Throughout their work on Manchu, Takahashi and his subordinates relied on vernacular Chinese. They learned the meaning of the Manchu words through their vernacular Chinese translations in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror and their pronunciation through its phonetic transcriptions, which presupposed a Mandarin pronunciation. Takahashi faced the same problem as Ogyū Sorai before him.
In "Manji zuihitsu" 滿字随筆 (Notes on Manchu characters), written before 1816, Takahashi offers an introduction to written Manchu To solve this problem, Takahashi obtained some help from Ishizuka Kakusai 石塚確齋 (1766-1814/17), a "pronunciation expert" ( J. onka 音家), who knew the Beijing pronunciation. Ishizuka was originally a Dutch-or Chinese-language expert from Nagasaki, later recruited as a retainer by a lord in Satsuma.104 Ishizuka may have already been in Edo in 1807 (Bunka 4). 105 Takahashi's appeal to Ishizuka's Chineselanguage skills shows that Takahashi's knowledge of Manchu was intimately tied to knowledge of Mandarin Chinese and, more generally, of written vernacular Chinese. It is not impossible that Ishizuka also knew some Manchu.106
Two of Takahashi's manuscripts are unusual because, unlike his other works involving the languages of the Qing empire, vernacular Chinese is not structurally elevated over Manchu in these books. Taka hashi's first attempt at a Manchu dictionary, which burned in a fire in 1813, appears to have rearranged the semantically organized Manchu-Chinese Mirror in syllabic or alphasyllabic order.107 "Manbun general structure of the Manchu-Chinese Mirror, which contains vernacular Chinese words or phrases followed by their Manchu and Dutch translations (Takahashi probably used a Dutch-French dictionary for this purpose).113 Occasionally, Russian or English translations were appended. (The bakufu repeatedly requested Russian dictionaries from the Dutch during these years, and Baba Sajūrō and Yoshio Chūjirō were ordered to study both languages after an incident with a British ship in Nagasaki in 1808.)114 Some of the Chinese headwords were commonly used in literary Chinese, and thus would have been known to Japanese readers, but many were not.115 Takahashi glossed such unfamiliar, vernacular Chinese words in Japanese, written next to the headword.
Entries of the type in figure 4 show the difficulty of treating the words in AŌ gotei as equivalent for the purposes of translation-cognizant of the differences among Confucianism, Buddhism, and Protestant Christianity, would the scholars at the Astronomical Bureau have seen fit to translate jing 經 as psalm?-but then I have found no evidence that Takahashi conceptualized the book as a reference work with practical application. Uehara Hisashi conjectures that, for Takahashi, AŌ gotei was but the first step toward a multilingual thesaurus in which Japanese lemmata were translated into the Asian and European languages of use to the staff at the bakufu's translation office. 116 In its extant form, however, Takahashi's thesaurus is centered not on Japanese but on vernacular Chinese. Similar to the Manchu thesauri produced in Chosŏn, AŌ gotei privileged Chinese over Manchu by removing the latter entirely from the table of contents and relegating it to the second row in the main body. In the extant book, Manchu, Dutch, English, Russian, and even Japanese are all grouped around vernacular Chinese.
As an early nineteenth-century polyglot thesaurus, AŌ gotei is similar to some of the products of the Nagasaki interpreters' work on Dutch and French, which were similarly prompted by French letters sent by the Russians.117 Just as Takahashi Kageyasu, Baba Sajūrō, and Yoshio Chūjirō approached Manchu through Chinese in order to translate Russian diplomatic letters, the interpreters in Nagasaki approached French through Dutch.118 The Nagasaki interpreters introduced vernacular Chinese glosses into the pedagogical compendia that they had made on the basis of French-Dutch bilingual books. 119 The key role that members of the Nagasaki interpreter community played for Takahashi's lexicographical work helps explain the many references to Dutch words and grammar when elucidating Manchu. It is perhaps all the more remarkable that, despite the good grounding that Baba Sajūrō, for example, had in Dutch, vernacular 117 經 psalm ᠨᠣᠮᡠᠠ Chinese remained as a rule the privileged language in the Manchustudies books compiled in Edo. Yakugo shō 譯語抄 (Annotated translations), a related but undated product of Takahashi's continuing work on the Manchu-Chinese Mir ror, shows even more clearly the importance to him of that Qing thesaurus as a source on written vernacular Chinese.120 Similar to the triglot, Yakugo shō retained the general structure of the Qing thesaurus. Yet it was not a work of Manchu language studies, for Takahashi removed the Manchu lemmata and thus transformed the Chinese translations in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror into headwords in Yakugo shō. He added Japanese translations to the more obscure Chinese phrases and, in one of the volumes, also added translations into Dutch. As he had mentioned in the context of his 1816 Manchu dictionary, many vernacular Chinese expressions were not immediately intelligible to him, so they required research. A note slip inserted into the manuscript referencing a popular Chinese dictionary of Qing provenance shows that Yakugo shō was a product of Takahashi's continued studies of vernacular Chinese.121 However, the meaning of many words, especially plants, remained "unknown" ( J. fushō 不詳) to Takahashi. The multilayered annotations (in black, blue, and red ink) in the sections on plants suggest that Qing botany was of some interest to him or his collaborators at the Astronomical Bureau.122
Takahashi's interest in the environment and society of China, as represented by the vernacular Chinese lexicon, is evident in yet another one of his manuscripts: "Shinbunkan" meibutsu goshō 清文鑑 名物語抄 (Nouns with annotations from the [Yuzhi zengding] Qing wen jian) from 1827.123 This work, somewhat similar in appearance to the Chosŏn thesaurus Tongmun yuhae, lists Chinese headwords with a Manchu translation underneath, followed by an explanation in (occasionally distinctively vernacular) Chinese. Again, the general structure is derived from the Manchu-Chinese Mirror, but only some of its sections are excerpted. As indicated by its title, the focus of this work is more encyclopedic than lexicographic. The Chinese headwords here primarily act as sources of information on the sociopolitical order and natural environment of the Qing empire. Takahashi repeats his statement that the Chinese translations of the Manchu lemmata in the Qing thesaurus were all written in "colloquial language" ( J. rigo 俚語), but this fact is less obvious in "Shinbunkan" meibutsu goshō than in Takahashi's other compilations. 124 The focus on things rather than language as such had the consequence that fewer verb phrases are listed in the book, thus removing some of the syntactic patterns characteristic of vernacular Chinese from the headwords. Yet Takahashi felt that the lemmata he excerpted into this Chinese encyclopedia represented a foreign language containing words for foreign things. He relied on a number of Qing publications to make sense of those words, including books on Qing political history, statecraft and law, and botany, as well as books of travel writing about the Manchus' new possessions in Inner Asia.125 Takahashi noted quotes from such literature in the margins of his manuscript.126 His sources were written in literary Chinese, but he used them for their specifically Qing vocabulary that was not shared by the literary Chinese used in Japan.
Manchu language studies continued in Japan after Takahashi and these later studies confirm that the road to a knowledge of Manchu passed through vernacular Chinese, specifically Mandarin. When some of the Chinese interpreters in Nagasaki studied Manchu on shogunal orders during the early 1850s-a period of conflict between the Qing and European powers and thus a period of uncertainty regarding the Manchu empire's future-these interpreters, like Takahashi, concentrated their efforts on the Manchu-Chinese Mirror. More than a dozen young interpreters undertook to compile Manchu reference works by translating portions of this Qing thesaurus and rearranging the material. 127 The link between the Chinese vernacular and Manchu is apparent not only in the Nagasaki students' professional identity as interpreters of Chinese, not Manchu, but also from the statement of editorial principles in their unfinished dictionary Honyaku Mango sanhen 翻譯滿語 纂編 (Compilation of translated Manchu terms; 1851-55):
Pronouncing the sound of the Manchu characters ( J. Shinbun jion 清文 字音) by following the phonetic glosses written in Chinese characters is most subtle. Even though we have now added detailed sound glosses in national script [that is, Japanese], it is not possible to make them accurately bring out [the pronunciation of the Manchu]. If one does not know the Chinese pronunciation (Kan'on 漢音) very well, it is even more difficult to pronounce them.128
The Manchu-Chinese Mirror's phonetic transcription system using groups of Chinese characters seems to have been the Nagasaki interpreters' ultimate source of knowledge for the pronunciation of the Manchu script. Yet as they explained, this complex system demanded a good command of Mandarin.
Around the same time as the Nagasaki interpreters worked with the Manchu-Chinese Mirror, other products of Qing Manchu language studies influenced Sakuma Shōzan 佐久間象山 (1811-1867), a scholar of Chinese and Dutch studies famous for his plans for Japan's coastal defense and use of Western technology. Already trained in literary Chinese when he took up the study of Dutch, Sakuma, dissatisfied with the available Dutch dictionaries, compiled a revised version and sought to have it published. Those plans came to naught in 1850, but Sakuma had an even greater ambition: to compile a linguistic reference work that would include Manchu, Indic ( J. Tenjikuji 天竺字), French, Dutch, and Russian.129 Inspired by the Qing military successes of the eighteenth century, he referenced Qing court-sponsored multilingual publications both in the preface and title of his planned compilation, as well as in letters.130 Sakuma reportedly wrote out an excerpt of his planned book that "followed the format" ( J. rei ni yori 例に依り) of some Qing-sponsored works.131 Sakuma probably did not follow the Qianlong emperor in according the greatest importance to Manchu in his projected book. The Manchu-language-studies publications of the Qing court seem to have been interesting to Sakuma because they attempted to gather and present linguistic information from various sources on the same page.
Manchu studies began later in Japan than in Korea, and unlike their pensinsular neighbors, Japanese scholars undertook Manchu lexicographical projects well into the nineteenth century. Except for some of Takahashi Kageyasu's manuscript compendia, none of them were completed. The difference in timing notwithstanding, Japanese scholars-like their Korean counterparts-used vernacular Chinese to bridge the distance between their own language and Manchu. Also, in Japan, as in Korea, vernacular Chinese occupied the leading position in several of the compendia that Japanese scholars compiled on the basis of their Manchu-dominated Qing sources.
Conclusion
From its early beginnings in Beijing during the late seventeenth century, Qing Manchu-language studies were intimately connected to both spoken and written forms of vernacular Chinese. The Qianlong emperor's court sponsored the writing and compilation of bi-and multilingual thesauri and other books to create an imperial linguistic order with Manchu at the center, but even in these books, vernacular Chinese, often unambiguously a form of Mandarin, had an important presence. In Korea and Japan, the Qing imperial order was turned on its head when vernacular Chinese became the central language.
In the three Northeast Asian countries, certain shared conditions made the polyglot thesauri possible. Intensified contacts in the region led to increased awareness and knowledge of foreign languages. Beijing had become the center of a multilingual Inner Asian empire, which the Koreans witnessed firsthand during their frequent embassies. Japan, meanwhile, obtained foreign books through maritime trade carried out largely through merchants operating out of that empire.
To some extent, the circulation of Manchu books eastward from Beijing was facilitated by the same trade networks that also brought Dutch and Chinese books to Nagasaki and Edo. Imperially sponsored Manchu thesauri were available for sale in Beijing's book markets, whence they were brought overland to Korea or to Ningbo on the Zhejiang coast for further shipment to Japan. Political and commercial integration of continental and maritime Inner and Northeast Asia in the context of a flourishing print culture meant that languages circulated very widely in written form. The compilation of multi lingual collections in China, Korea, and Japan reflected, I think, a desire to understand the expanding and increasingly well-connected known world. In Beijing, the Qing court's scholars brought order to the linguistic diversity of the region by relating all languages to Manchu. In Korea and Japan, Hong Myŏngbok and Takahashi Kageyasu instead arranged the languages known to them around vernacular Chinese.
The tendency in Korea and Japan to introduce both Manchu and vernacular Chinese words, acquired from Qing thesauri, into their original multilingual compendia sheds some light on the polyglot publications of the Qianlong court. As noted in earlier scholarship, one purpose of such books was clearly ideological: to reflect "the luminosity of imperial intelligence in the eyes of a staggered public. "132 Just as the Manchu language was at the center of Qianlong-sponsored publications, so was the Manchu emperor himself the center of a universal polity that only he could grasp in its totality and diversity. In the lexicographic work of some high-ranking officials wedded to the Manchu imperial project, including that of Fügiyün, the purpose of gathering several languages on one page was probably prompted less by ideological imperative than by a perceived need for administrators to have a good grasp of the languages used by people under their jurisdiction. Thus, what has been seen as an imperial ideology might have also served practical purposes in the eyes of its scholar-official creators.
However, both administrative exigency and imperial ideology are less probable motivations for Korean and Japanese multilingual thesauri. The Chosŏn and Tokugawa governments had good reason to compile reference works for languages with which they were in contact, including some combination of Manchu, vernacular Chinese, Dutch, and Mongolian. But I find it difficult to believe that the inclusion of script specimens from Hebrew and Greek or words from the languages of medieval Inner Asian states in envisioned or finished polyglot thesauri can be entirely explained as a response to the needs of foreign relations. The presence of these latter languages suggests a desire, shared by scholars in Korea and Japan, to represent the linguistic diversity of the known world in a controlled and organized manner. Organization and control similarly gave Qianlong's books their ideological thrust.
The multilingual projects in Qing China did not include languages outside the Manchus' main sphere of interest in Inner Asia. Notably, Korean and Japanese were entirely absent from the Manchu imperial linguistic order. Still, by giving vernacular Chinese a place in that order, the thesauri sponsored by the Qing court allowed Chosŏn and Tokugawa scholars to access the Qing language complex. Indeed, several Korean and Japanese scholars used the Mandarin present in the Manchu-Chinese Mirror as a bridge between their own languages and Manchu. It is interesting with regard to the linguistic hierarchy of early modern Northeast Asia that in both Chosŏn Korea and Tokugawa Japan, vernacular Chinese-not Korean or Japaneseusually assumed the place of the leading language in reference works produced on the basis of the Manchu-Chinese Mirror. The Qianlong emperor and his scholar-officials set out to promote Manchu; but abroad, the books they produced confirmed the importance of knowing vernacular Chinese.
The linguistic hierarchies, as well as the languages that comprised them, differed among the books compiled in China, Korea, and Japan. Yet they all reflected comparable desires and shared realities that extended beyond the Northeast Asian region in the early modern period. In seventeenth-century Europe, as more languages were becoming known and represented in print, scholars compiled comparable multilingual works of lexicography. 133 Europeans involved in such projects wanted to enrich them with material from Manchu dictionaries.134 Such materials were, however, very difficult to acquire at a time when Manchu lexicography was only beginning in Beijing. Manchu was transmitted to Europe later than Chinese, but several European learners found the language comparatively easy. The Europeans succeeded in printing a Manchu-French dictionary, based on a Manchu-Chinese dictionary published in Beijing, decades before the first Chinese dictionary was published in a Western language. At least one major sinologist, Jean-Pierre Abel-Rémusat (1788-1832), learned Chinese (of which he recognized a literary and a vernacular register) through the help of the Manchu-French dictionary and its Qing predecessors. 135 To a certain extent, Europeans scholars used Manchu in the way that the Koreans and Japanese used vernacular Chinese: as a bridge to another, more alien language.
In 1914, the Japanese scholar Shinmura Izuru (1876 Izuru ( -1967 , writing at a time when Japan was an ascendant empire in East Asia in open rivalry with the European powers, compared the lexicographic works of Tokugawa Manchu studies' most famous representative, Takahashi Kageyasu, with those of his European contemporaries. Shinmura's comparison served to portray Tokugawa scholarship on a par with or even better than that of Europe.136 Interesting parallels can certainly be drawn between the work of Abel-Rémusat's colleague Julius Klaproth (1783-1835), who published the multilingual compendium Asia Poly glotta in 1823-in character more similar to the previously mentioned seventeenth-century polyglot tradition than to the nascent linguistics of Klaproth's day137-and the work and aspirations of Takahashi and his Japanese contemporaries. Yet comparing Takahashi with early European sinologists should not be done at the expense of taking him out of his Northeast Asian context. What Takahashi and Klaproth have in common they both also share with Hong Myŏngbok, Yi Ȗibong, and perhaps to some extent even Fügiyün. Not only did they all strive to gather the various languages with which they came into contact on the same manuscript or printed page, but the books that all of them shared originated in the Qing capital at Beijing, especially its imperial print shop. The collection of languages represented in their books was rarely entirely the same, but all of them, including Klaproth, made use of the court-sponsored Manchu thesauri published in Beijing. The relevance of the Qing capital in the early modern endeavor of polyglot studies in both Europe and Northeast Asia is beyond doubt.
The Qianlong emperor probably would have wished that the importance of his court to linguistic studies at both ends of Eurasia had translated into a comparable status for Manchu language in the books that resulted from those studies. Indeed, an interest in Manchu spread far outside the Qing empire's borders largely as a result of the military victories of the eighteenth century. However, I do not think that Qianlong would have anticipated that in Hansŏng and Edo it was not the Manchu language of his dynastic house but the vernacular Chinese of Beijing-born from the demotic mix of Chinese civilians and northeastern bannermen-that at times incited the greatest interest.
